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Procedure Time

Welcome/Session overview 10 minutes

Homework review 15 minutes

Personal rights 20 minutes

Talk nice to yourself 30 minutes

Miracle question 35 minutes

Concluding discussion 05 minutes

Homework 05 minutes

Total Time for Session 7 120 minutes

Objectives

Self-Care for Parents

Session Length:  2 hours

Synopsis

Session

Outline

Participants will:

• Explore issues of personal rights and self-esteem

• Review affirmations and positive self-talk

• Identify self-care strategies

• Explore a hopeful future using the “miracle question”

Stress, low self-esteem, and poor attention to self-care are issues

that may contribute to parents feeling depressed, overwrought, or

hopeless.  This session is designed as a “parents day out,” and group

members are encouraged to focus on their feelings and needs, and on

strategies for meeting those needs.  Participants are introduced to

the concept of personal rights and to the importance of affirmations

and positive self-talk.  A plan for self-care is explored and participants

are guided in a “miracle question” exercise (Berg & Miller, 1995) that

focuses on a hopeful tomorrow.
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MATERIALS AND PREPARATION

�Here’s what you will need to have ready for the group:

� SELF-STUDY – The Appendix (pp. 197–) contains short

articles on child development and parenting issues for

additional reading.  Likewise, the Resources (pp. 187-

190) and References (p. 191) sections can direct you to

other materials for self-study.

� COPIES OF MATERIALS – Make copies of the following hand-

outs, located at the end of the session:

� Personal Rights  (p. 158)

� Positive Focus  (p. 159)

� Negative Self Talk  (p. 160)

� Challenging Negative Self Talk  (p. 161)

� Changing Negative Self Talk  (p. 162)

� Miracle Question  (p. 163)

� The Miracle Method Ready Reference  (p. 164)

� Letter From Myself  (p. 165)

� Session Seven Evaluation  (p. 166)

� SUPPORT MATERIALS – Equip meeting room with a

flipchart and easel, eraser board, or chalkboard.  If you

are using a flipchart, have masking tape or push pins

available to hang completed pages for easy reference.

Have extra pens, pencils, and paper available in case

participants need them.
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PROCEDURE

WELCOME / SESSION OVERVIEW

1 Welcome participants as they arrive.

2 Introduce the session:

� In today’s session, we’ll take a slightly different approach to

parenting.  We’ve already talked a lot about your child’s needs

and feelings, and what you can do as a parent to guide and

comfort your child.  Today we’ll ask “and what about you?”  How

can you pay attention to yourself and your needs?

� One of the most important factors in good parenting is feeling

good about yourself.  The pain, frustration, and sense of failure

we can carry when we don’t feel good about ourselves can lead

us to choose less-than-effective parenting strategies.  When

these strategies backfire, they add to the feelings of failure

and a vicious cycle is perpetuated.  The trick is to break the

cycle.

� So today’s session is just for you.  We’ll explore some ideas for

feeling good about ourselves, taking care of ourselves, and

looking into the future.

� Before we get started, let’s review the homework task.

HOMEWORK REVIEW

3 Review homework.  Encourage a brief discussion using some

of the following questions:

� The homework assignment was a worksheet that asked you to

think about an important quality you would like your child to

develop in order to have a successful life.  Of course, there is no

“right” or “wrong” answer to this kind of question.  Whatever

your opinion, it’s “right.”  Let’s talk about the assignment.

��������	
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� What quality did you identify?

� What makes this quality important for a successful life?

� What does your child do now that exhibits this quality?

� How do you help your child work on this quality?  What works?

� What did you learn or discover from this exercise?

4 Thank participants for their willingness to try the assignment.

Point out that the quality they identified for their child may be

one they themselves possess or would like to possess.

PERSONAL RIGHTS

5 Introduce the discussion with some of the following ideas:

� When we talk about taking care of ourselves, one good place to start

is to think about ways of reducing stress.

� One major contributor to stress is feeling like we have little or no

control in our lives.  Often, these stressful feelings are based, in part,

on how we think about things.  We may worry or fret too much, be

afraid to speak up, make assumptions about how other people view

us, or deny ourselves the right to say “No.”  These kinds of thoughts

and behaviors are stressful because they ignore some of our basic

rights as human beings.

� Let’s begin by reviewing some of our personal rights.  A personal right

is something that all people possess.  You have personal rights, I have

personal rights, our friends have personal rights, and our children

have personal rights.  We have the right to stand up for our personal

rights, and we have the responsibility to always be respectful of the

personal rights of others.

6 Distribute Personal Rights handout.  Read the handout aloud.

Review and discuss each of the rights.  Discuss how these rights

might enhance self-esteem, reduce stress, and help people be

more honest and in control of their lives.

��������	
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7 Ask participants to circle 2 of the rights they believe are most

important for them personally.  (E.g., “Circle the 2 rights that you

value the most or that seem the most important to you.”)  Use

some of the following questions to lead a discussion:

� What rights did you circle?  Why are they important to you?

� What usually gets in the way of you being able to act on these

rights?

� What about the times you have been able to act on these

rights?  How did you do it?  How did you feel?

� When we accept these rights for ourselves, what responsibili-

ties do we have to others?

� How do we balance paying attention to our rights and our role

as parents?

� How can we teach our children about their personal rights?

8 Thank participants for their input.  Conclude with the following

points:

� Asserting a right does not mean that others will take heed or

respect it.  In other words, we all have the right to ask for what we

want; however, the answer might be “no.”

� We have the right (theoretically) to be treated with respect, but

others still may treat us disrespectfully.  If we observe that certain

people frequently ignore our personal rights, we may choose not to

associate with them.

� Personal rights is an abstract or adult way of thinking about things.

It is most helpful as a framework for helping you deal with other

adults.  Don’t expect your children to completely understand the idea

until they are older.

� The best way to teach children about respecting the rights of others

is by modeling your own respect for the rights of others.  This is one

area in which children learn by observing, rather than by simply being

told.  This also involves respecting your children’s rights as well.
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TALK NICE TO YOURSELF

9 Distribute the Positive Focus worksheets.  Introduce the discus-

sion with some of the following ideas:

� Most people would agree that people get along better when they

remember to talk ”nice” to each other.  Talking “nice” means being

polite, kind, gentle, calm, reasonable, and avoiding insults, put-

downs, and “mean” words.

� Have you ever wondered why we may bend over backwards to talk

“nice” to people we like, and yet we will talk “mean” to ourselves?

� “Self-talk,” or what we “hear” ourselves saying to ourselves about

ourselves inside our heads can be anything but nice sometimes.

Negative self-talk, as it’s called, can have disastrous effects on our

self-esteem, our self-confidence, our motivation, and our relation-

ships.

� Negative self-talk is not only bad for ourselves, it’s also bad for our

children.  When we model it too frequently, children may get the idea

that they, too, should think negatively about themselves.

� The good news is that we can learn to challenge negative self-talk

when we “hear” it, and replace it with self-talk that is more helpful,

realistic, and, well – nice!

� One simple way to begin this process is through affirmations.

10 Instruct participants to write 15 positive sentences about

themselves on their paper, as follows:

5 things about your body/physical self

5 things about your personality

5 things about your skills, successes, talents

11 Instruct them to begin each sentence with the word “I.”  For ex-

ample, “I have a good sense of humor,” “I like the color of my hair,”

or “I am very good at helping others learn.”

�������	
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Handout,
p. 160

12 When everyone has completed the exercise, discuss some of the

following questions:

� How did it feel to write positive things about yourself?

� Was it easy or difficult?

� Which of the 3 categories was the most difficult?

� What thoughts came to mind as you wrote?

� Did you “hear” any negative self-talk trying to break through?

13 Wrap-up the exercise with some of the following points:

� The sentences you wrote for this exercise are called “affirmations.”

We all need affirming messages everyday.  It’s nice to get them from

others, but we can learn to give them to ourselves, too.

� We often censor our affirmations, because we wrongly believe that

such thoughts are vain, egotistical, or conceited.  Remember, we all

have the right to feel good about ourselves.  In fact, we need to feel

good about ourselves.  Affirmations can help.

� Not only is developing a healthy self-esteem good for us, it’s good

for our children as well.  Children can learn from us that it is okay to

feel good about ourselves, our talents, and our dreams.

14 Distribute Negative Self-Talk handout.  Introduce a discussion

using some of the following points:

� In addition to affirmations or positive self-talk, it’s also important

to pay attention to how frequently we engage in negative self-talk.

� Negative self-talk may involve (1) harsh or condemning thoughts

about ourselves, (2) blaming or critical thoughts about others, or

(3) thoughts about how awful or unfair life is.

� The end result of these types of thoughts includes low self-esteem

and frequent, unwarranted worry, anger, frustration, and disap-

pointment.  In other words, lots of stress.

15 Read Negative Self-Talk handout aloud and discuss what negative

self-talk “sounds” like when we experience it at the level of

thought.
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16 Distribute Challenging Negative Self-Talk handout.  Review points

and discuss ways to manage negative self-talk.  Cover the follow-

ing points:

� The first step in dealing with our negative self-talk is to become

aware of it.  Strong, stressful feelings such as anger, frustration,

guilt, or resentment may be due to harsh and negative thinking.  Ask

yourself “Am I putting myself down?”  “Am I blaming others?”  “Am I

demanding that my life should be trouble-free?”

� The next step is a reality-check.  Once you’ve identified your self-

talk, ask yourself if what you are thinking is really helping you or if it

is really good for you.  For example, “Is my self-talk helpful?”  “Is it

helping me feel better or worse?”  “Is my self-talk good for my rela-

tionships with others?”

� If your self-talk is not helpful and is making you feel bad or angry,

then you must change it.  Develop positive (or at least neutral) self-

talk and substitute it for your negative thoughts.  Some simple

things to say to yourself might include “Calm down.  Take it easy.”

“People are not perfect.  I can accept that other people have faults.”

“This is a difficult situation, but I can handle it.”

� The last tip is to remember to speak up for yourself.  If the situation

that’s troubling you involves another person, you will need to com-

municate about it.  You can use the skills we discussed earlier in the

workshop (I-Messages and listening) to express your feelings and

needs, and to request changes.

� For many people, negative self-talk may have become a habit.  Pa-

tience and practice are the best ways to begin changing the nega-

tive self-talk habit.

17 Distribute Changing Negative Self-Talk worksheets and ask par-

ticipants to complete them.  When everyone has finished, ask for

volunteers to share how they changed the negative self-talk

statements.  Provide praise and encouragement.  Process the

exercise with some of the following questions:

� Did anything surprise you about this exercise?

� Was it easy or difficult to change the self-talk?

Handout,
p. 161

Worksheet,
p. 162
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� Have there been times before this when you caught negative

self-talk and changed it?

� How did it make you feel?

� What will you need to do in order to remember to challenge

your negative self-talk?

18 Thank participants for their contributions, and encourage them

to pay close attention to their self-talk.  Point out that it’s im-

portant to help children develop a sense of positive self-talk as

well.  When it comes to self-talk, we can be our own worst enemy,

if we are not careful.

MIRACLE QUESTION

19 Introduce the activity with some of the following points:

� We’re going to spend the rest of the session on an activity that may

sound a little strange at first.  I’m going to ask you to think about

how you would like for things to be different in the future and to

visualize how it would be.

� In order to help us stay focused on this picture of the future, we’ll

use a technique called the “miracle question.”

� In a moment I’ll show you the miracle question and I’ll give you a copy

on a handout.  After we all read the question and feel like we under-

stand it, I’ll ask you to relax and concentrate on how you want to

answer the question.

� As you’ll see, there are not right or wrong answers to the question.

It’s simply a guide to keep you focused.

20 Lead participants through the exercise using the following steps:

� First, I want you to think of a problem you have been dealing with

that you would like to find a solution for.

� Choose a problem that you have the power to solve and that is

important to you.  Some types of problems won’t lend themselves

to this activity, and others will.

�������	
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� Examples of types of problems to consider include your behavior, a

problem with your partner or child, a problem in your recovery, a

problem with a friend.

� Examples of problems that would not be suitable for this activity

include changing someone else’s behavior, money or job problems,

child custody problems, or legal problems.  Not that these aren’t

legitimate problems, but they are types of problems that often

must involve other people’s decisions to be solved.

� Take a few minutes to decide on a personal problem you’d like to be

able to seriously think about and begin to resolve.

21 Distribute copies of the Miracle Question handout, and also have

it written out on a large piece of flip chart paper or poster board.

Read the question aloud and continue with the exercise:

MIRACLE QUESTION

“If you were to go to sleep tonight, and while you were asleep a “miracle”

happened that solved the problem you’ve been thinking about today, when

you wake up, what will be the first thing you notice that tells you the

problem has been solved?  What would be different?”

� The purpose of this exercise is not to suggest that only a miracle

can solve your problems.  The idea is to help you focus on a vision for

the future.  In other words, if somehow a problem that troubles you

today were solved, what would be different in your life?

� Sometimes people try to put a religious slant on the question be-

cause of the word miracle.  The question is not really about “faith”

but about envisioning change.

� The main idea behind the question is not in a “miraculous” interven-

tion, but in the very last part of the question – what would be differ-

ent?  What would you notice that would let you know the problem

was gone?

� As you relax and think of your answer, focus on specific actions, and

attitudes that you would notice were different or new when you

first realize the problem is gone.  In other words, how would you be

Handout,
p. 163
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acting?  What would you be doing?  Who else would notice that the

problem was gone?

� Here are some other questions to ask yourself to guide your think-

ing.  Relax, concentrate on the questions, and really attempt to see

a picture of that future.

22 Present questions slowly so that participants can reflect on

them.

� What would you be doing that is different?

� What would others in the household notice about you?

� How would you be feeling?

� What other things might also begin to change once the prob-

lem is solved?

� What would your friends notice about you that would tell

them the problem was solved?

23 Process the exercise by asking for volunteers to share the prob-

lem they chose to work on and their vision of what the future

might look like when the problem is no more.  Work with one person

at a time, asking several follow-up questions before moving on to

the next volunteer.  Use some of the following questions to guide

the discussion:

� If the problem disappeared, would that make a difference for

you?

� What will you notice that is different about yourself when the

problem is gone?

� What will others (friends, children, partner) notice that is

different about you when this happens?

� After the “miracle” happens, what will you be able to do that

you could not do before?

� On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being where you are today and 10

being where you’d be the day after the “miracle”, what will be

different when you move up the scale to a 2 or 3?  How about a

4 or 5?
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� If this miracle that could make your problem disappear were to

really happen tomorrow, how would you know it had happened?

� Who would be the first person (after you) to notice that the

miracle had happened?  What would that person say that he/

she noticed first?

� Who will be most surprised when your problem is solved?

� What will that person see you doing that he/she would have

never thought possible?

24 Thank participants for their honesty and their willingness to

tackle a new and different way of thinking about problems.  En-

courage them to reflect on some of the things they thought

about and heard.  Encourage them to look for pieces of their

miracle that are happening now.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

25 Provide wrap-up and closure for the session.  Highlight the follow-

ing points:

� There are a couple of things to summarize from today’s session.  The

simplest and most important is to encourage you to keep figuring

out ideas for self-care and stress reduction.  All work and no play

makes Jack (or Jill) a dull, tired person.  Taking care of yourself and

finding ways to feel good about yourself will help you be a better

parent.

� Our “miracle” exercise provided an example of a technique you can

use (maybe try it with your family) to focus on solutions, changes,

and how you want your future to be.

� There’s a quote in the AA Big Book that says: “When I focus on

what’s good today, I have a good day, and when I focus on what’s bad,

I have a bad day.  If I focus on a problem, the problem increases; if I

focus on the answer, the answer increases.”

� The purpose of the miracle question is to help you stay focused on

the answers.

�������	
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5 Minutes

2626262626 Distribute copies of Distribute copies of Distribute copies of Distribute copies of Distribute copies of The MirThe MirThe MirThe MirThe Miracle Method Ready Referacle Method Ready Referacle Method Ready Referacle Method Ready Referacle Method Ready Referenceenceenceenceence.  T.  T.  T.  T.  Take aake aake aake aake a
moment to rmoment to rmoment to rmoment to rmoment to read the points aloud.ead the points aloud.ead the points aloud.ead the points aloud.ead the points aloud.

HOMEWORKHOMEWORKHOMEWORKHOMEWORKHOMEWORK

2727272727 Distribute Distribute Distribute Distribute Distribute Letter frLetter frLetter frLetter frLetter from Myself om Myself om Myself om Myself om Myself worksheets and givworksheets and givworksheets and givworksheets and givworksheets and give the followinge the followinge the followinge the followinge the following
homework suggestion:homework suggestion:homework suggestion:homework suggestion:homework suggestion:

Between now and the next time we meet, write a letter to yourself
from the “older and wiser you of the future.”  In the letter, let the
“you” of the future give you advice about a particular problem
that’s been causing you worry.

Imagine that the “older, wiser you of the future” has your best
interests at heart, and has already successfully handled the
problems that burden you today.

The letter doesn’t have to be long or clever.  Let your imagination
take over.  The idea is simple.  If you could talk with yourself in the
future about coping with the challenges that face you today, what
would you tell yourself?

2828282828 Thank grThank grThank grThank grThank group members for coming and for their paroup members for coming and for their paroup members for coming and for their paroup members for coming and for their paroup members for coming and for their participation.ticipation.ticipation.ticipation.ticipation.
Invite them to rInvite them to rInvite them to rInvite them to rInvite them to return to the next session.eturn to the next session.eturn to the next session.eturn to the next session.eturn to the next session.

2929292929 Ask parAsk parAsk parAsk parAsk participants to complete a ticipants to complete a ticipants to complete a ticipants to complete a ticipants to complete a Session EvSession EvSession EvSession EvSession Evaluationaluationaluationaluationaluation form befor form befor form befor form befor form beforeeeee
leaving.leaving.leaving.leaving.leaving.

Session
Evaluation,

p. 166

Worksheet,
p. 165

Handout,
p. 164
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The Miracle Method
Ready Reference

Finding the door to solution begins with the choice:
I want my life to be different.

Opening the door to solution begins with considering
how you want your life to be different once your prob-
lem is solved:  Suppose a miracle happened…

Unlocking the door to solution is accomplished with six
keys:

❖ Make sure your miracle is important to you.
❖ Keep your steps small.
❖ Make it specific, concrete, behavioral.
❖ State what you will do rather than what you

won’t do.
❖ State how you will start your journey rather

than how you will end it.
❖ Be clear about who, where, and when.

Source: The Miracle Method: A Radically New Approach to Problem Drinking.  © 1995, Scott Miller &
Insoo Kim Berg.  Reprinted by permission of author.   All rights reserved.
Available from http://www.norton.com
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To: MeMeMeMeMeFrom: MeMeMeMeMe

LETLETLETLETLETTER FROM MYTER FROM MYTER FROM MYTER FROM MYTER FROM MYSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF

Pretend you are able to travel into the future.  In this future

world you meet yourself.  You are older and wiser.  Part of

your wisdom is the knowledge of how you successfully

handled the problem that’s been troubling you lately.

InstrucInstrucInstrucInstrucInstructions:tions:tions:tions:tions:

Write a letter to yourself from your older and wiser self of the
future to guide you in dealing with the problem.  Use the following
questions:

WWWWWhat what what what what would yould yould yould yould your olderour olderour olderour olderour older, wiser self suggest t, wiser self suggest t, wiser self suggest t, wiser self suggest t, wiser self suggest to yo yo yo yo you tou tou tou tou tooooo

help yhelp yhelp yhelp yhelp you rou rou rou rou resolesolesolesolesolvvvvve the pre the pre the pre the pre the problem?oblem?oblem?oblem?oblem?

WWWWWhat what what what what would yould yould yould yould your olderour olderour olderour olderour older, wiser self ask y, wiser self ask y, wiser self ask y, wiser self ask y, wiser self ask you tou tou tou tou to ro ro ro ro remem-emem-emem-emem-emem-

bbbbber?er?er?er?er?

WWWWWhat what what what what would yould yould yould yould your olderour olderour olderour olderour older, wiser self t, wiser self t, wiser self t, wiser self t, wiser self tell yell yell yell yell you tou tou tou tou to ko ko ko ko keep doingeep doingeep doingeep doingeep doing

mormormormormore of?e of?e of?e of?e of?

WWWWWhat what what what what would yould yould yould yould your olderour olderour olderour olderour older, wiser self say t, wiser self say t, wiser self say t, wiser self say t, wiser self say to co co co co comfomfomfomfomfororororort yt yt yt yt yououououou

and enand enand enand enand encccccourourourourourage yage yage yage yage you?ou?ou?ou?ou?

Source: Exercise based on an approach originated by Yvonne Dolan, http://www.solutionmind.com
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